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Digital Photography Terminology
By Jim Lamb

Bytes may be 8 bits (Binary DigIT, b, Kb, Mb) of ones and zeros. They’re like characters in a 
digital device.

KB, MB, GB, and TB (KiloByte, MegaByte, GigaByte, and TeraByte) are 1024 (sometimes 
1000), one million, one billion, and one trillion bytes in a computer or other digital media.

Pixels are tiny squares of color that make up an image captured with a camera, scanner, or a 
computer display.

Megapixels (MP) are a million+ bee’s eyes in a camera sensor (CCD or CMOS,) or scanner. 
Your old TV is like 640 pixels wide x 480 lines high (called 480i or VGA resolution) and would 
yield 0.3 megapixels.  Your camera might be 6000 x 4000, or ≈24 MP at it’s maximum pixel 
dimensions (enough for 13x19” prints.)

PPI is pixels per inch, which displays use for resolution. A typical display may have 100 to 220 
ppi. (Early monitors had either 72 or 96 ppi. They are long gone, and ppi does not matter for 
displays, unless you are estimating the size of the image on the screen.)

DPI is dots per inch which printers use for resolution. A printer might do a better job with 180 
to 360 ppi input. See your printer manual for editing software settings. Several ink dots can 
encompass one pixel, e.g. 1440 dpi. 

Resolution can be DPI or PPI. For ink jet printing, prefer a PPI of 240 or 300, generally. 
Large images, viewed at a distance, or brochures & magazines may have lower resolutions.

Pixel Dimensions, such as 640 x 480, or 1280 x 1024.  It is expressed as width by height of 
the display or print.

JPEG (.JPG file extension) pronounced, “jay-peg”. (Joint Photographic Experts Group) The 
standard for files created by digital cameras, and popular on the web. It is a type of “lossy” 
compression scheme, meaning some detail is lost depending on which level of compression 
you set the in the camera. For Quality choices, which may have names such as Fine (1:4), 
Normal (1:8), or Basic (1:16).  A 24 MB uncompressed photo would turn out to be only a 19 
MB,  9.5 MB, or 4.8 MB one. So, instead of only 1,200 photos on a 32 GB memory card, you 
would have 1,700, 3,400, or 6,600. Think of a group of 9 or 4 similar pixels in an image are 
interpreted as one color in the photo file. The other choice you have, other than compression, 
is pixel dimensions. The previous numbers are based on a camera’s maximum pixel dimen-
sions, such as 6,000 horizontal x 4,000 vertical or 24 MP. Various levels down to 640 x 480 
(old TV or “VGA”) could yield tens of thousands of photos. This is a good size for a 4” x 6” = 
≈240 KB web/e-mail attachments. The other desirable feature of JPEG is its ability to “im-
prove” photos as they are taken (such as guess the proper white balance). The bad news is 
that every time you edit and save a .JPG file, it shrinks again (depending on your software). 
That 4.8 MB file may become a notchy 2.4 MB file.
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TIFF (.TIF file) (Tagged InFormation file) is the standard “lossless” file format. It doesn’t re-
move anything from the image in the file. Converting a .JPG or Raw to a .TIF would cause the 
file to increase multiple times in size. A good format to edit/save in, then output to .JPG.

Raw isn’t a particular file name. Each camera brand’s middle and higher end cameras can 
create a lightly compressed file, but lossless/nonlossy. Nikons create NEFs, Canon CRWs & 
CR2s, and Olympus ORFs.  It is the file format that serious photographer’s are moving to. 
About 625 of those 24 MB Raw photos could fit on that 32 GB card. Non-JPEG photos may 
seem a little flat, so photo editing software designed to handle “Camera Raw” is needed to get 
a more pleasing photo. It has a sister .XMP file for metadata about the image. The bad news 
is you have to do some computer work with Raw. The good news is those little adjustment 
slide bars go virtually wider. You can easily adjust exposure +/- 2 stops, and white balance.

DNG (Digital NeGative) file format. The photo software maker, Adobe, wants to standardize 
all the various camera makers’ Raw files into a .DNG.  Your software could convert their raw 
format to .DNG. No .XMP file.

PSD (.PSD) is a PhotoShop Document, which is an uncompressed TIFF-like file and contains 
Adobe’s Photoshop developing information. Rather than re-saving an edited JPEG (including 
rotating), first convert it to a .TIF, .DNG, or .PSD uncompressed file format, edit it, then save it 
to what ever file format fits you needs (4x6” print,  e-mail, or website try .JPG; an 8 1/2 x11”+  
print, try .TIF/.DNG/.PSD).

EXIF Data or EXchangeable Image File is information about equipment settings used during 
a shot. Most computer browsers and editing software can display this extensive data. It is one 
part of Metadata in files.

Memory is the job of flash cards in your camera. Some low-end cameras can store some 
photos in an internal memory chip, but we want to take many more photos and remove them 
for editing and save keeping. The acronyms and names change as technology advances, but 
two seem to be outlasting the others. The oldest is CF or Compact Flash. The stronger one 
is Secure Digital or SD/SDHC/SDXC, which looks like a small reinforced postage stamp. 
Your computer has a hard drive that spins like a 7200 RPM record, but it is fragile and rela-
tively slow. Flash memory has no moving parts and it reads or writes data quickly. They can 
be 1000 times (“x”) faster than the original CD drives on computers (150 KB/sec). If you want 
24+ megapixels to write onto the card while firing fast, or transfer to your PC fast, you need a 
fast card. Look for high “x” numbers or terms such as Ultra/Pro/Extreme. These may be more 
durable in tough conditions such as temperature extremes, which electronics hate. High quali-
ty photos need “large” cards, such as 32 GB or 64 GB, etc. Your camera probably has a USB 
cable to transfer data to your computer, but most photographers use a card reader 
(safer+quicker). Many new laptops and printers have them built in, otherwise a separate mul-
ti-card reader using USB or a PC card adapter is good accessory. When the images are safe-
ly transferred, reformat the card in the camera, not the computer. Flash memory is safe to go 
through X-rays and other airport scanners.
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Focal Length (f) is the distance in millimeters from the optical center of a lens to the sensor/
film in a camera.
In 35mm film cameras, to get a normal view like your eyes would see, it would be a 50 to 55 
mm lens. A longer lens with its narrower view would be a telephoto lens, while a shorter lens 
with its wider view would be a wide-angle lens. Any lens that can change the focal length is 
called a zoom lens. Here is where digital became complicated. Most film photographers had 
a whole bag of lenses and equipment when digital came out. The camera companies figured 
that they wouldn’t want to dump all that investment. Digital cameras became modified film 
cameras. Remove the film roll, add big batteries, replace the film back plate and replace it 
with a smaller sensor (cheaper then). We got to keep our old lenses (for a while). The prob-
lem is the lens transmits an image big enough for the old 36 x 24 mm film (called 35 mm), but 
only something like an APS-C’s 23 x 15 mm gets captured. It’s like cropping. A magnification 
factor of something like 1.3:1 to 1.7:1 occurs. That “normal” 50 mm film lens is now a 75 mm 
digital “portrait” lens. What happens to a dramatic 24 mm wide-angle lens… a wimpy 36 mm 
wide-angle lens. All brands now have lens series designed to fit the smaller format. Only a 
few cameras have a “full size” sensor. Olympus & Panasonic were the first to make a purely 
digital system (called “Four Thirds”) where the lenses match the sensor, which are both half 
size, so its focal length numbers are doubled to compare them to film lenses. 25mm becomes 
the “normal” lens. 30 to 35 mm is normal for most APS-C sensor cameras.

White Balance is a colorcast produced by the overall lighting source. It is measured in de-
grees Kelvin, like a temperature scale. It runs from a reddish candle light at about 2000°K to a 
blue sky as subject at 9000°K. A tungsten bulb light source at about 3000°K, a mostly sunny 
day runs about 5000 to 6000°K, and a slightly overcast day is about 7000°K. Fluorescent 
lights run all over the place. Your camera tries to adjust automatically, but probably has either 
presets with symbols for these conditions, or manual adjustments. Some have a function that 
figures it out by exposing a white or gray card or object. (Remember to reset later.)

Color models. One color model is RGB for Red/Green/Blue and is found in your camera 
sensor, TV, and computer display. Two popular Color Spaces are like crayon boxes and 
called “Adobe (1998) RGB” (a wide gamut), and “sRGB” (a small gamut). Basically, with 
JPEGs, I would choose Adobe for printing purposes and “sRGB” for monitor/web use. (A 
wider gamut is ProPhotoRGB.) Another color model is CMYK for cyan/magenta/yellow/black, 
which may used by your photo printer. Your editing software makes the conversion.

The Aperture is the circular curtain inside a lens that controls one aspect of the amount of 
light passing through to the camera’s sensor/film. It quickly moves to a smaller opening and 
back, if necessary, during the shot. 

f-numbers or f-stops are measurements of the opening of the lens aperture. Lenses use a 
standard f-stop scale that corresponds to the sequence of:  f/1.4, f/2, f/2.8, f/4, f/5.6, f/8, f/11, 
f/16, f/22, f/32, etc. Think of f  as a fraction. f/1 would be a really wide opening, and each of 
the previous numbers are smaller, each cutting the light in half. f/22 and larger numbers are 
like pin holes. Technically, the best quality image is probably 2-3 stops down from the maxi-
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mum aperture. An f/2.8 lens could theoretically be best at f/5.6 or f/8. An f/2.8 or wider zoom 
lens is referred to as a “fast” lens, meaning a corresponding faster shutter speed can be used. 
Most zoom lenses have a variable maximum aperture, such as f/2.8 (wide) to f/3.5 - f/4 (tele-
photo).

Depth of Field (DoF)(or Focus) is a function of the exposure’s f-stop and focusing distance. 
Wider apertures (f/2.8) cause the range of good focus to become narrower. At a close up dis-
tance, a flower’s pedals may be out of focus at its tips when you use a wide aperture, such as 
f/2.8, because the depth of field/focus may be only an inch. A wide angle at f/22 could keep a 
sharp focus from a foot to infinity. Smaller sensors cause the depth of field to be deeper by 
the equivalent of one (APS-C) to two (4/3) stops. A 4/3rds f/2.8, or an APS-C’s f/4 is equal to a 
35 mm’s f/5.6 for DoF. Generally, set your focus point about 1/3rd the way into the zone you 
want in focus.

The Shutter is a pair of flat curtains that move across the sensor/film momentarily to expose 
it, and returns to prevent light from reaching the sensor/film the rest of the time. Some digital 
cameras have a virtual shutter, in that the electronics turn the sensors on and off. Shutter 
speeds are measured in fractions of seconds or longer intervals. A “fast” shutter speed could 
be as quick as 1/8000th of a second. Typical speeds are around 1/30th to 1/1000th of a second. 
1/60th lets in half the light of 1/30th.  About a 1/125th freezes a slow moving person.

ISO (International Organization for Standards), among other things (including JPEG), sets the 
standards for sensor/film sensitivity. Cameras default to either ISO 100 or 200. ISO 100 or 
less, requires more exposure, but produces a finer image. ISO 400 or more, requires less ex-
posure, but may produce a spotty (“Noisy”) image. Digital means you (or your camera on Auto 
ISO) can change ISO values from frame to frame. Think of them as stops: ISO 100 to ISO 
200 means you can have one less stop of light. ISO 100 to ISO 400 two total stops less. 
Landscape photographers prefer ISO 100 or 200. Wildlife/sports photographers prefer ISO 
400+. 

Exposure Value (EV) is the total measurement of the quantity of light that is exposed to the 
sensor/film. EV 0 equals 1 sec. at f/1 at a certain ISO. Each higher whole number represents 
twice the light. Either use a 1 stop smaller aperture, or 1 stop faster shutter speed (or a com-
bination). EV 15 (full sunlit subject on cloudless day) could be f/16 for 1/100th of a second, at 
ISO 100. Your eyes can detect about 14+ stops (EVs) of light range (high contrast). Slide film 
and low-end digital cameras can reproduce about 5 to 6 stops (EVs). Beyond that, no detail is 
discernible in the shadows or highlights. High-end digital sensors reproduce 7 to 11 stops 
(EVs).

The Sunny 16 Rule says that an approximately correct exposure will be obtained on a sunny 
day by using an aperture of f/16 and a shutter speed close to the reciprocal of the ISO speed 
of the sensor/film; for example, using ISO 100, an aperture of f/16 and a shutter speed of 
1/100th of a second (or nearest available = 1/125th). You may trade apertures and shutter 
speeds to get the same exposure; i.e. f/11 and 1/200th, or f/22 and 1/50th second.
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The Hand-Held Rule is a similar guide that says an able-bodied, full-frame sensor/film pho-
tographer can hold a lens steady as slow as 1/focal length for the shutter speed; i.e. a 50mm/
normal lens can be safely hand-held down to 1/50th of a second (or nearest available = 
1/60th). A “normal” APS-C size digital lens (1.5 “x” factor) of ≈33mm would be 1/50th. A mono-
pod can help for a couple more shutter stops. Some camera bodies or lenses have some 
magic called Image Stabilization to minimize camera shake. It’s like having a monopod built-
in.

Exposure Compensation [+/-]. Today’s cameras are getting smarter, but basically, the expo-
sure meter in your camera thinks every scene has 12.5% of the overall light source reflecting 
off the scene. If you let the camera automatically expose two shots, one of a black sheet of 
paper and one of a white sheet of paper, both would look the same…neutral/12.5% gray. 
Also, different colors reflect different amounts of light. Most scenes have a mixture of light re-
flections (averaging 12.5%), and camera computers help, but you may need to adjust what 
the meter wants. For example, you see a subject near a window and you want a good expo-
sure of a subject. If your meter is looking all over the scene, it will be fooled. Adjust the EV 
from the center mark to about 1 ½ stops (EV) to the right or [+] (brighter) side (3 to 5 ticks de-
pending on ½ or 1/3 EV values). Remember, “Scene bright, go right.” Manual mode, or spot 
metering a neutral toned subject are other choices. Reset later. If you use an 18% gray card 
for exposures, increase ½ stop.

Bracketing is shooting sequential images with best guess, then greater and lesser exposure 
values. You can set 1 or 2 stop or fraction f-stop increments, and 3, 5, or 7 exposures. You 
have more chances to get the “proper” exposure when lighting conditions vary widely. The 
camera may have an automatic function for this (JPEG).

The Histogram (along with the LCD reviewer) is one of the beauties of advanced digital pho-
tography. Right after a shot (and on some new cameras, before), you can (re)view it, then 
press a button to see a graph that tells you if you missed the exposure (like missing a goal 
post). It shows the acceptable range of EVs the sensor can handle (5 to 9 stops in JPEG), 
and graphs the actual values in between. There is no perfect graph, but you want to prevent 
the graph from climbing up either the shadow sidewall on the left, or especially the highlight 
sidewall on the right. This means “clipping” of exposure values, in other words, you missed 
some details in the extremes. If the graph runs into the left side, use exposure compensation 
to the right, or [+], and visa versa. If the graphs climb both walls, you have too much contrast 
to capture without some magic on your part. (See HDR imaging.)

An (D)SLR or (Digital) Single Lens-Reflex (yes, they do make twin lens-reflex) camera allows 
you to see what the sensor/film is going to get, except that the aperture is wide open. This 
makes it brighter to see and easier to detect where you are in best focus, but not depth of 
field/focus. With exceptions, you can’t see the actual shot, because a mirror you were looking 
at snaps up during the exposure (with exceptions). (Did she just blink?) We generally think of 
interchangeable lens on SLRs, but you can get built-in compact or super-zoom SLR cameras.
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An APS (Advanced Photo System) film system came about (and is extinct) to make it easier 
for consumers to buy and load film, using a ⅔ size film that allowed 3 formats: Classic (3:2 ra-
tio), Horizontal (16:9), & Panoramic 3:1). Nikon calls these APS-C cameras and lenses “DX” 
as opposed to “FX” for full frame.

A Mirrorless system camera has an Electronic ViewFinder (EVF) in place of an optical mirror 
box, saving size and weight, and adding the ability to see what is actually on the sensor, even 
during the exposure. It requires specific lenses, or an adapter. The acronym would be DSLM 
(Digital-Single Lens Mirrorless).

Filters are lens attachments that alter colors or create effects. Unless basically clear, like sky-
light or UV filters (which could protect your len$), some loss of light occurs, but a sensor sees 
that, so it slows down or opens up to compensate. Some times you want that intentionally, so 
use a gray, neutral density filter. Sometimes only part of the scene needs adjustment to keep 
within the limits of your sensor’s EV range, so a graduated (aka split, GND) neutral density 
filter can tone down that bright sky. Although not technically a filter, a circular polarizer is like a 
Venetian blind to reflected light waves. It can reduce light that has bounced off something 
such as the moisture in the sky or on leaves. Skies become bluer, and other colors may be-
come more intense. It works best when shooting perpendicular to the sun/light source (off 
your shoulder). It rotates to adjust the effect. 

Program Mode (P) is an exposure mode where the camera adjusts both aperture and shutter 
speed. It probably knows what focal length is being used, so it assumes you want a corre-
sponding minimum hand held shutter speed. It is good for easy compromises and reducing 
brain fatigue. Set it to P when just walking around.

Shutter Priority (S/Tv) is an exposure mode on many cameras. You set the shutter speed; 
the camera adjusts the aperture. It’s good for insuring sharp (or blurry) action shots by forcing 
a high (or slow) shutter speed.

Aperture Priority (A/Av) is an exposure mode on many cameras where you set the aperture 
and the camera adjusts the shutter speed. It is good for maximizing (or minimizing) depth of 
field/focus.
 
Manual Mode (M) is guess what? Right, you set both aperture and shutter and tell the com-
puter to take a rest. On some days when everything is sunny lit and things happen fast, just 
use the Sunny 16 rule and don’t worry about the meter being fooled. Just compensate for fil-
ter light losses.

Reflective Metering Modes vary by camera, but some look in many places around the scene 
and compare it to a computer database, then guess an exposure setting. This is called “multi-
segment” or “matrix” metering. Another popular choice is “center-weighted” which prefers the 
area near the center. If you like manual shifting in your car, you will love “spot” metering. Only 
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about a 1-4% area in the center is considered. If you center a middle tone subject, press half 
way down on the shutter release, then move your aim point away to re-compose, then press 
all the way, the camera uses only that object for exposure (and focus, maybe). Try to meter 
on green leaves, blue jeans, or middle gray such as weathered blacktop. You can buy (18%) 
gray cards for ideal metering.

A 2-step Shutter Release means half-way, both exposure and focus are locked, & full press 
releases the shutter. An alternative method is Back Button Autofocusing, where another 
button is assigned autofocusing duties.

Rule of Thirds is a creative guide for composing a subject in the scene to give a more dy-
namic result. Mentally draw two lines horizontally across the viewfinder, and two lines vertical-
ly. You have four intersections one-third across every way. When you make that final press of 
the shutter release, have what you want the picture viewer’s eyes to focus on at one of those 
four intersections or lines. (The DMV does not use this “rule.”)  
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